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Thank you for
all that you do
UNISON president

Gordon McKay has

sent out a festive thanks

to activists, staff and

members across

Scotland who are

“making a difference to

people’ lives.”
Gordon, from Ayrshire

and Arran Health branch,

was elected to the union’s

top lay post in June and was

making the traditional

president’s speech to the

December Scottish Council

meeting of branches from

across the country.

Gordon praised UNISON

activists and staff for all their

work for and on behalf of

our members, defending

them and giving them a

voice. “Thank you for all

that you do”, he said.

He praised health activists

for smashing the pay cap in

NHS Scotland, the Glasgow

members for the inspiration

of their equal pay strike and

East Dunbartonshire’s action

in fighting off cuts to pay and

conditions.

He pledged support for

Cornerstone carers where

the employers have

derecognised the union

after they voted by 92% to

reject a pay offer.

“UNISON will back them

all the way”, said Gordon.

He slammed the greed of

the few and the policies of

this Tory government

which has pushed so many

people into poverty,

homelessness, poor

working conditions, poorer

health, and dependence on

food banks. 

“I could forgive them if

it was just stupidity but it’s

not. It’s deliberate, it’s

callous. 

“Never say it doesn’t

matter who is in

government,” said Gordon:

“It absolutely does.” 

UNISON has withstood

many of the challenges of

recent years to be the biggest

union in this country.

Gordon called for us to

keep working on

recruitment and to recruit

one more member each to

increase our density and

our influence.

Gordon also spoke about

his presidential charity - a

remote health clinic in

Malawi. 

Delegates at a fund-

raising event the previous

evening raised an amazing

£4,000 with more collected

at the meeting. See page 4

for more details.

You are making a difference to people’s lives’
GORDON MCKAY, UNISON PRESIDENT‘
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President’s message to Scotland’s activists and members

It is really importantthat we share best

practice and

innovative ideas in

UNISON

communications; and

that we recognise

enthusiasm and

celebrate success.
It all helps to build a

stronger union and get some

well deserved recognition

for your hard work. So no

matter what you have been

doing, please think about

submitting an entry for the

Scottish awards.

Categories include,

publications, online

presence, campaigning,

recruitment, with a special

award for creative use of

communications.

Entries must be in by

16 January 2019 - see our

website at

unison.scotland.org for an

entry form.

Communications

awards now open

In an extraordinarymove, care charity

Cornerstone has

moved to derecognise

UNISON the day

before scheduled

conciliation talks at

ACAS over a pay

dispute.
Following a massive

92% rejection of

Cornerstone’s pay offer

and its refusal to meet

UNISON in relation to

numerous ongoing issues

during a period of massive

internal change,

Cornerstone has now

doubled down on its

decision to derecognise

UNISON, moving to call

stewards in for talks about

their union activities. 

UNISON’s head of

community Debs Clarke

said: “Cornerstone’s

attempts to breach our

members’ human rights by

ripping up our collective

bargaining agreement is

disgusting and makes a

mockery of the chief

executive’s status as a

Scottish Government fair

work ambassador. 

“Their latest move in

relation to victimising our

stewards for undertaking

union duties is not only

abhorrent but likely to be

unlawful and we stand

ready to defend our

stewards and members by

any means necessary.”

Turn to page  2

Anger as charity

Cornerstone rips up

UNISON recognition
#cornerstoneunionbusting

by John Mooney

Area organiser

In the recent consultativeballot on pay, UNISON

members in local

government voted in

record numbers to reject

COSLA’s pay offer.  
In the ballot, which saw

the highest participation

rate of any consultative

ballot in Scotland, 79% of

members voted to reject

the recent pay offer and

67% voted to take

industrial action, up to and

including strike action in

pursuit of the joint trade

unions pay claim.

The formal rejection of

the offer was confirmed to

COSLA at a meeting of the

Scottish Joint Council (SJC)

steering group on 9

November and preparations

are being made, along with

the other trade unions, to go

to a statutory industrial

action ballot.

While those

preparations are under way,

we continue to press the

Scottish Government and

COSLA to improve the

current offer.  

The joint trade unions

have requested a tripartite

meeting with COSLA and

Derek Mackay before the

announcement of the

Scottish budget on 12

December and have

appealed directly to every

council leader in Scotland

to improve the offer to

prevent strike action.  

More on page 3

Council staff vote in record

numbers to reject pay offer
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Anational job evaluation

exercise will be

introduced in 2019 across

20 Scottish colleges

covering some 6,500 staff. 
The scheme to be used is

ECC/FEEDRA which was

developed for the tertiary

education sector. 

Chris Greenshields, chair of

UNISON Scotland’s further

education committee

(FESCOM), will be seconded

to co-manage the project. 

There will be four other full

time releases to help with the

Stage 1 process. 

A joint process and

procedure document has been

agreed by the National Joint

Negotiating Committee. 

Each job will be scored by

two panels (50/50 trade union

and management). Job

questionnaires will need to be

agreed with the postholder. 

There are individual rights

of appeal on scoring outcomes.

On Wednesday 28

November, 40 UNISON  FE

stewards gathered in Belford

Road (with a handful of

colleague stewards from

UNITE and GMB) to complete

a one day briefing on the  first

stage of the scheme, which is

scheduled to commence in the

first quarter of 2019. 

Chris Greenshields said:

“This is the biggest challenge

and the biggest opportunity FE

steward and members will face

in a generation. 

UNISON has helped secure

additional funding (6 % on pay

bill) for this crucial national

project. The FE sector has a

strong cadre of committed and

skilled shop stewards to help

us pull it off.”

John Gallacher, UNISON

head of bargaining, said:

“There are  still a number of

key negotiating issues

unresolved (those out of scope;

detriment; grading outcomes),

but is great to see the start of

this incredibly important

strategic project.”

Collette Bradley Vice Chair

said: “We will be using the JE

exercise as a key organising

project, using bespoke

recruitment and organising

materials produced by the

publicity team and funded by

some local government branch

donations”

UNISON lost a stalwart recently.

Marie Macrae, secretary of our

Scottish Retired Members passed

away on 15 November after a short

struggle with cancer. 
She had recently enjoyed a holiday in

Milan and was at a Christy Moore concert

the night before she took ill. Enjoying time

with her family which was always

important to her.

Originally from Dublin, Marie came to

Scotland to enter nursing before moving to

Community Education. There she excelled

in helping people and helping them to help

themselves, a talent that she took into her

activism in our Fife branch and in the

Labour Party.

Along with her husband Jim she was

active in the folk music scene which she

loved. 

Tributes to Marie have been made to her

from MPs, MSPs and former Prime

Ministers. The tributes from her UNISON

family were as warm as any others.

Marie had an impact in her workplace,

in her community and in our movement

nationally. She made an impact on all those

who knew her because she valued people. 

She made people feel valued by praising

and encouraging them. She helped to build

her union and fought tirelessly for

members.

Once retired she became active in the

Retired Members working to challenge the

idea that retired members had nothing more

to contribute to their union. 

She developed plans to involve retired

members, make use of their knowledge,

skills and experience to the benefit of the

union that will be a lasting legacy.

Our thoughts are with her husband Jim,

her daughters Carol and Siobhan and her

grandchildren.

Stephen Smellie

UNISON Scotland depute convener

Branch welfare officers

enjoyed a successful

seminar in Clydebank in

November, kicked off by a

rousing speech from

UNISON President

Gordon McKay.
As a Trustee of There for

You, Gordon knows very well

the amount of work branch

welfare officers put in, helping

members in crisis.

He said this work is

enormously appreciated and

thanked everyone involved for

contributing to the strong

service provided to support

members through the charity.

Gordon also attacked the

Tory Government’s assault on

the most vulnerable people.

He told members: “We are

witnessing the return of

poverty and diseases of the

19th century. 

“Welfare cuts of 17% since

the Tories took office. Families

are worse off under new

welfare systems.”

This was echoed by Scott

Donohoe, chair of UNISON’s

Scottish Housing Issues &

Welfare Group, who gave a

detailed update on the rollout

of Universal Credit.

Scott highlighted how the

changes are cutting incomes,

including for some of the most

vulnerable, adding to already

outrageous inequalities and in-

work poverty. 

The rich are getting richer

while benefits are slashed yet

again - a deliberate and cruel

UK Government policy, with

increased levels of suicide

among those making claims.

Branch welfare officers

expressed immense anger at

the situation, with several

examples given of the ways in

which members had been left

with severely reduced, or in

some cases no funds, for

periods of time.

Julie Grant, head of

welfare, introduced a range of

new resources to support

BWOs and stressed the

importance of the UNISON

Lottery in raising funds for

There for You.

All branches are urged to

contribute to the lottery as this

regular income plays a key

role in ensuring the charity can

help as many members as

possible.

Elizabeth Rankin, chair of

the Welfare Committee, said

members will be promoting

the lottery in the coming

months, along with other

fundraising work including a

raffle and possibly a charity

walk. There is a supply of

promotional materials to help

raise awareness of There for

You, including trolley coin

keyrings, torches, pens and

sticky notes. The Committee

thanked Watty Gaffney, who is

standing down, for his work

and communications expertise.

Scott’s presentation is on

the website.

UNISON gears up for college job evaluation

40 UNISON FE stewards gather at Belford Road for a job evaluation briefing

Welfare officers’ anger at Universal

Credit as members left in poverty
by Fiona Montgomery

Information Development Officer

Scott Donohoe briefs the seminar on Universal Credit

UNISON Scotland is

warning that swingeing

cuts to environmental

health departments have

reached ‘tipping point’,

putting public safety at risk.
The report – Tipping Point –

is the latest in UNISON’s

damage series of reports which

looks at the impact of austerity

on Scotland’s public services.

Freedom of Information

requests to local authorities

and a Scotland-wide survey of

UNISON members working in

environmental health

departments paint a disturbing

picture of a service that has

been cut to the bone. The

report revealed:

• 95% said there had been cuts or

severe cuts in the past five years

• Two thirds (67%) said there

had been cuts or severe cuts in

their service this year.

• More than three quarters

described morale in their team

as low or very low

• 9 in 10 (90%) say their

workload is higher than five

years ago.

• Two thirds say they are

working late and skipping

breaks and lunch to try and

get more work done.

• Less than one in five (18%)

believe

their teams have adequate

resources to deliver an

adequate service to the public

• Budgets have been cut by

14% compared to 2012/13 and

by 12% since 2016/7

The report also revealed a

looming skills gap as almost

half of respondents are aged

between 46 and 55 – with

another fifth due to retire over

the next ten years. 

The report says: “We don’t

believe this is a level of reduced

service and increased risk the

public wants or deserves. 

“These cuts hurt us all and

it’s vital that we focus on

keeping the public safe and

investing in the dedicated teams

who go above and beyond to

protect us from harm.”

From Page 1

Debs continued: “In an effort to lay

bare Cornerstone’s actions we are using

#cornerstoneunionbusting on all Twitter

communications and would urge everyone

across UNISON Scotland to tweet

messages of support for our Cornerstone

members using this hashtag. 

“We call on the Cornerstone leadership

team to rethink their ill informed decision

before we move for statutory recognition

through the Central Arbitration

Committee. 

“In the meantime we would ask our

growing membership to remain calm and

to get in contact with us if they are

approached by Cornerstone in relation to

their membership of UNISON.”

Cornerstone
#cornerstoneunionbusting

Environmental health services reach ‘tipping point’



UNISON Scottish

Borders Public

Services branch has

been overwhelmed  by

the support of

hundreds of members

of the Scottish Borders

communities who have

refused to be quiet and

have instead backed

the campaign to save

Scottish Borders

school libraries. 
Recently, UNISON visited

every high school across the

Borders to find out what

people really thought about

the council plan to remove

paid library staff. 

Scottish Borders Council

are currently running a pilot

scheme at Galashiels

Academy, Peebles High and

Kelso High which has seen

qualified staff replaced by

pupils, volunteers and self-

service scanners. 

UNISON branch chair

Kaymarie Hughes  said:

“Scottish Borders Council

claim that they have carried

out a survey of school pupils

and are running the pilots

based on those findings. 

“Neither UNISON nor

members of the public have

seen these findings, so we

went out to the high schools

to find out for ourselves.

“It is abundantly clear to

us that not one single person

supports the council’s pilot. 

“More than 400 pupils,

parents and concerned

members of the community

have written messages on our

campaign postcards about the

importance of librarians and

almost 1,000 people have

signed our online petition

demanding that the pilot

should be dropped. 

“The supportive

comments we have

received, particularly from

the pupils, have been

tremendous.”    

Emma, an S1 Pupil,

wrote: “Our librarian helps

us to read and learn. If you

take them away, who is

going to help us learn?”   

UNISON Scotland local

organiser, Greig Kelbie said:

“From the hundreds of

people we spoke to over

last week, there are three

reoccurring clear issues

that were continually

brought up.

“These were concerns

over support for children

with additional support

needs, the inability for

children to receive support

and guidance during

independent study, and

several testimonials which

claim the pilot libraries have

become disruptive and

chaotic without a member of

staff there to staff the

library. 

“We will be delivering

our postcards to council

leader, Shona Haslam at the

full council meeting this

week.

“We hope that the council

will come to their senses and

invest in our children, not

cut vital services, dressing

them up as innovative ideas

led by pupils views. 

“We will continue to fight

until this pilot is scrapped.” 
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UNISON Scotland won almost £319,000

in personal injury settlements for

members in November alone. They ranged

from awards of £500 to £13,000. 

Another snippet to help you in recruiting

new members.

UNISON wins personal

injury settlements

Over the past few

years UNISON reps

(among those from

many other unions) have

delivered classroom

visits as part of the

STUC Unions into

Schools programme. 
Sessions delivered

include a wide range of

topics including equalities,

history of trade unions and

rights in the workplace.  

On an average year

around 150 sessions have

been delivered in schools

from Lerwick in the north

to Gretna in the south and

everywhere in between.

The STUC are holding a

training session in Glasgow

on 19 January 2019 from

12pm-3.30pm with lunch

included.
If you are interested in

attending please register via

Eventbrite on

https://www.eventbrite.co.u

k/e/unions-into-schools-rep-

refresher-training-tickets-

52307789005  

In addition the STUC are

currently investigating

training opportunities in

other areas of the country. 

If you are interested on

being placed on a mailing

list to find out more please

email  Terry Anderson;

tanderson@stuc.org.uk or

Karina Liptrot;

kliptrot@stuc.org.uk

Andy Crosbie from

UNISON’s Young Members

Committee recently

delivered a number of

school sessions and

reported:

“I think the Unions Into

Schools is a good programme

to offer as it provides useful

information on things that

can go wrong in the

workplace and the support

available to young people to

address these issues.”

From Page 1

It is understood the

next meeting of COSLA

leaders will take place on

14 December so it remains

to be seen whether a

revised offer will appear

before Christmas.

Johanna Baxter,

UNISON Scotland head of

local government

(bargaining) said:  “Derek

MacKay and COSLA

leaders face the prospect

of mass industrial action

across the local

government workforce

unless they listen to, and

address, the genuine

concerns of our members.  

“We would urge them

to do so and to improve

the current pay offer.”

Delegates to

UNISON’s Scottish Local

Government Conference

on 30 November made an

early trip to Edinburgh to

lobby the COSLA

meeting.

It was then off to

Glasgow where they set

out strategies to prepare

for a formal ballot.

A selfie from Scott Donohoe (Glasgow), Johanna

Baxter and Chris Boyle (Angus) at the COSLA lobby in

Edinburgh

Councils face ‘mass action’ unless they address pay

GET TRAINED, GET ACTIVE

2019 courses

now online

The 2019 courses programme is now online

at unison-scotland.org/learning.
Launching the programme, Lawrence Hunter, chair

of the UNISON Scotland learning and organising

committee, said: “I believe that UNISON education

and training is vital to help improve worker’s rights

and to deliver on union campaigns which fight against

government cuts and inequalities in the workforce.

“Trained and educated activists provide for better

job security, pay and conditions, rights at work,

healthier and safer workplaces, and a fairer and more

equal society.

“This year’s education programme builds upon the

strengths of previous programmes and is considered to

be a keystone to cultivating mobilisation and radically

improving our membership’s organising and

campaigning capacity.

“If you want to make positive changes happen in

your workplace, to improve work conditions and to

tackle inequality in our communities and the world

that we live in … get trained for change, get learning,

get active.”

L to R: Greig Kelbie (LO), Terry Dunthorne (steward),

Kaymarie Hughes (branch chair)

Borders communities get behind

UNISON school libraries campaign

UNISON backs STUC ‘Unions Into Schools’

UNISON’s Davena Rankin with Perth High School students at the STUC Women’s

Conference. Photo: STUC Unions into Schools.

Anew Fair Work Charter for Severe

Weather has been published by the

Scottish Government. 
This has been developed jointly with the STUC

as part of the Fair Work Framework. The charter

isn’t mandatory, but it does aim at encouraging

employers to prioritise the health safety and

wellbeing of their workforce during episodes of

severe weather. 

It is explicit that workers should not be put at risk

by attending or attempting to attend their place of

work.

See the UNISON Scotland briefing at

www.unison-scotland.org/fair-work-charter-for-

severe-weather/

New severe

weather charter
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We want to hear  your news
SiU is your paper, we want to hear your

stories. Contact John Stevenson (Editor)

john.stevenson@unison-edinburgh.org.uk 

Danny Phillips d.phillips@unison.co.uk

Trisha Hamilton

t.hamilton@unison.co.uk

UNISON president, Gordon

McKay, announced his

presidential charity choice will

be to support mothers and

newborn babies in Malawi at

the rural Manchinjiri Health

Centre.
He is asking all branches

across the UK to contribute and

hopes that branches in Scotland

will be especially generous.

And already that generosity

has shone through as a race night

on 30 November in Glasgow

raised £4,000 - almost half of the

cost of a new wing to the centre.

Gordon was elected UNISON

president at the end of June’s

national delegate conference.  It’s

traditional for presidents to

nominate a charity and use their

profile to raise some funds for

their chosen cause.

The money will go to

Manchinjiri Health Centre in

Malawi, a rural clinic in the south

of Malawi, near Zomba. 

This government funded clinic

has a two bed labour ward where

staff deliver babies, carry out pre

and post-natal checks and take

measures to prevent mother to

child transmission of HIV.

Bertha Masangale, a midwife

at the hospital said: “I love my

job. Helping women give birth is

wonderful. But we struggle to

help all the women who need us. 

“We know we could do so

much more for our families,

which is why we are so pleased

you are helping us. It’s amazing

that thousands of miles away

UNISON members have heard of

our clinic and care about my

work. 

“Thank you from the bottom

of my heart. And what makes it

even more special for me is

knowing UK health workers

support us. Because you know

what it is like”

Gordon said: “As a healthcare

worker I wanted to choose a

presidential project that supported

my health colleagues in Africa

who  provide health care in

difficult circumstances.”

His idea started when he was

sitting with his daughter about six

months ago watching a

programme on TV on the issue.

She reminded him that as

president of UNISON he can help

people on the breadline in sub-

Saharan Africa and those working

like himself in vital public

services in the UK. 

Depending on how much

money we raise this is what can

we help with: 

• New, bigger maternity wing

where they can carry out more

ante and post-natal checks and do

more to prevent mother to child

transmission of HIV

• Testing room to do more HIV

testing, with privacy. 

• Shelter for patients’ family who

cook for the patients. 

• Ambulance so women with

complications can be transported

to the main hospital, 24 km away

• Patients’ shelter while they are

waiting for medicines from the

pharmacy.

• A nursing station/rest room so

staff can get some rest

• Solar panels or generator. The

clinic does not have electricity. It

is on a list for electrification, but

noone knows when that will

happen.

Cheques payable to UNISON.

Send to Joan Walker UNISON,

130 Euston Road London NW1

2AY Quote reference 0090137 or

email j.walker@unison.co.uk

Following the success of UNISON

Scotland’s International Committee

2017 delegation to Brazil, an appeal

was launched to raise money to build a

trade union resource centre there.  
On 23 November the committee was

delighted to welcome Zaqueu Ribeiro de

Aguiar from 2 de janeiro to Glasgow to

provide an update on the progress of the

Descalvado settlement and on how the

UNISON solidarity funds are helping to

support the community.

The settlement was created after 10 years

of struggle to obtain land rights.

It aims to grow produce sustainably and

trade co-operatively to provide an income for

the workers who make up the community.  

The delegation’s visit has influenced the

community to increase the variety of produce grown

and has increased morale and motivation, especially

among the women of the settlement.  

There has been an increase in the number

of families accessing the trade union project.  

Life is difficult in Descalvado. Government

assistance has been reduced to zero and the

settlement requires better infrastructure.  

The recent election of the Bolsonaro

government, with its support for exploitative

multinationals and opposition to land rights, is

a huge concern.

Having their own union and building

autonomy is more important than ever to the

people of Descalvado.

International solidarity is so important to

the community.  

Having international trade unions,

politicians and governments publicly

denounce government injustices will become

very important in the immediate future.

The appeal is still open and branches are

encouraged to donate so we can reach the

£5,000 target. See the website for the appeal

details.

L to R: Francis Virginio, Sam Macartney, Co-Chair of Int Cttee, Lilian Macer,

UNISON Scotland Convener, Zaqueu Ribeiro de Aguiar, Tony Caleary, member Int

Cttee, Lynn Williamson, North Lanarkshire UNISON, Brian Garvey.

UNISON Scotland was represented on

the UK wide delegation from

UNISON to Cuba last week.  
Convener Lilian Macer and Sam Macartney,

co-chair of our International Committee, are

part of the first national UNISON delegation to

Cuba in many years. The initiative from the

NEC International Committee has been

organised with the Cuba Solidarity Campaign.

It comes ahead of next year’s 60th

anniversary of the Cuban Revolution and the

80th anniversary of the Cuban TUC (CTC -

Central de Trabajadores de Cuba). 

The UNISON representatives have been

meeting up with the CTC, our sister unions SNTS

(health) and SNTAP (public administration) and

the Cuban Federation of Women.  

There have also been meetings with

Representaciones Platino. This body negotiates

on behalf of Cuba to supply goods and essential

commodities  - a fraught task because of the

ongoing blockade of Cuba by the USA.

It’s not simply been meetings. The UNISON

members have been examining how public

services are delivered in Cuba. Visting schools -

Cuba has a 98% literacy rate - hospitals and

polyclinics (more than GP’s surgery - but not

quite a hospital). They have also been taken

round Cuba’s remarkable Latin American

School of Medicine (ELAM ).  This institution

provides medical training for students

throughout Latin America and now Asia and

Africa.

Training to most developing nations is

provided free. When students return home they

do so as doctors. They finish their training and

return home as fully qualified doctors who have

had practical on the spot experience and can

provide medical help right away. 

Sam and Lilian will provide a full report on

their return and in the meantime have been

sending occasional blog reports and photos

from their visit  at unison-scotland.org/cuba.

Kevin O’Neill is on the

search for the other 14

people in the world who

have suffered the same rare

form of cancer that he has.
Kevin, who was an area

organiser for UNISON Scotland

until he took medical retirement

in 2015, has so far traced a deputy

sheriff from California and a man

from Brazil and a man from

Queensland Australia.

He even got backing from his

favourite band Marillion as they

shared his campaign on their

Facebook page.

But Kevin’s One of Fifteen

campaign isn’t just about finding

the other 14 people, as he

explained in a recent U magazine. 

“It’s about setting up an online

forum so we can share our ups

and downs. It is also about raising

awareness of this rare form of

cancer and asking people to

regularly check themselves for

lumps and bumps.

“It’s also about me thanking

the NHS for saving my life, but

also highlighting how great

they’ve been in helping me deal

with both the physical and mental

side of my illness.

“It’s not just UNISON

members and the NHS I need to

thank, but also UNISON itself.

“As the NHS celebrates its

70th birthday, I am so grateful

that we have this excellent service

helping millions of people across

the UK, and this excellent union

whose members keep it going.”

Kevin has suffered 12 years of

chronic pain. He had five major

operations from 2011 to 2016

including one to remove a huge

tumour, ‘the size of a dinner

plate’, on the wall of his chest.

The surgery included

removing his right rib cage and a

third of his shoulder blade.

It took weeks to diagnose the

tumour because it was something

the pathologists had not seen

before. It was sent to specialist

centres in Glasgow and London

and then on to the USA where it

was diagnosed as malignant

myopericytoma. 

And Kevin was one of only 15

people in the world with the

condition.

You can find out more about

Kevin’s campaign at

oneoffifteen.com, Twitter

@oneoffifteen15 and on

Facebook.

Malawi health workers

thank UNISON for support
by Danny Phillips

Communications Officer What makes it

even more special

for me is knowing

UK health workers

support us.

Because you

know what it is

like’
BERTHA

MASANGALE

‘

by Lynn Williamson

UNISON North Lanarkshire

UNISON donations help Sao Paulo community
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Kevin’s One Of Fifteen campaign

by Stephen Low

Policy Officer

Public service
lessons from
Cuba visit

Edinburgh college

privatisation

As we went to press, protests were

being mounted against the

privatisation of catering services at

Edinburgh College. Forty-three staff

members face an uncertain future and

there has been no consultation with the

unions.
Lessons need to be learned from Stow &

Kelvin College where the “Canteen 13” lost

their jobs, menus were reduced, staffing cut,

and opening hours reduced while prices

increased. 

New College living wage

New College Lanarkshire has announced

that in advance of accreditation and from

December the private companies will pay

their workers the Living Wage. This follows

the approach of Ayrshire and City of

Glasgow in paying workers before

accreditation achieved.
FE leaders say they’re sure this is in no

small way due to the work by the local

stewards (Moira and Collette) and UNISON

raising the issue with the Minister recently. 


